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Abstract- The article discusses the issue of the implementation of conversational skills and a problematic approach in teaching 

foreign languages. The definition of problem learning of a foreign language as a specially organized type of educational and 

cognitive activity aimed at finding solutions to the system of communicative, cognitive, problematic tasks and problem situations, as 

a result of which the skills and abilities of foreign language communication, mastering the experience of creative activity, as well as 

the formation of culture thinking and cognitive interests of students by means of a foreign language is given in the article. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Language is one of the most interesting tools in the hands of people to communicate. In order to properly apply skills and 

knowledge, a person must explore the features and details of the discipline. The Russian language learning method is designed to 

study the concept of the subject and the development of analytical skills [1]. Linguistic analysis shows the obvious differences 

depending on the level of knowledge. The method also works with different abilities, knowledge and skills of students. 

 

In the policy documents of the Republic of Uzbekistan, at the meeting of the Board of Trustees of the Foundation of Uzbekistan it is 

noted that "raising a healthy and harmoniously developed generation means building the foundation of a state with a great future, 

gaining high prestige in the world". This can be achieved, in our view, by having a perfect command of languages, especially 

Russian these days. If in the previous decades of the twentieth century, the circle of people who had the need to communicate in 

Russian was quite narrow, now the situation has changed. The method of teaching Russian language determines the reasons that 

stimulate the student to achieve success and the realization of mistakes. There are four basic rules: First, "why should I know this." 

Secondly, "what exactly am I obliged to study." Third, "how to teach correctly." Fourthly, "why not use another way of learning." 

[2]. Methodology, pedagogy and philosophy are social sciences. They explore the direction of human activity. Method and these two 

sciences study the language of the base, goals and objectives, and are directly related to each other. The language and logic of the 

disciplines also constantly interact. The question of choosing an approach or method of teaching Russian is relevant already for all 

levels of school. The first issue of teaching practices the technical side, as well as the psychological laws of the learning process as 

the needs of society [3]. Communication tools determine the teaching methods for students according to their characteristics. The 

method of teaching Russian language consists of interconnected parts on the formation of basic skills, concepts, the study of 

grammar, system changes over time (assimilation) and other parts of science.  

 

Modern teachers recognize that problem-based teaching technology provides maximum opportunities for the development of 

creativity and intellectual activity and the development of speaking skills. Let's take a look at the methods used to accomplish these 

goals. Most foreign language teachers turn to non-traditional methods for different types of role-playing games, the use of dramatic 

works, problem learning. Project work is also considered by teachers as one of the non-traditional and effective methods of teaching 

a foreign language. 

 

 

II. PROBLEM-BASED LEARNING AND CREATIVE APPROACH TO TEACHING LANGUAGES 

 

In domestic didactics, the definition of problem learning was given by M.I. Makhmutov: “Problem-based learning is a form of 

developmental education with the development of speaking skills that combines the systematic independent search activity of 

students with their assimilation of ready-made scientific conclusions, and the system of methods is built taking into account 

objectivity and the principle of problematicity” [7]. The need to use problem situations was pointed out by A.A. Leontiyev: “We 

need to turn the learning process into a system of problem situations. And the content of training exists in a system of resources 

aimed at solving these problem situations” [6]. 
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The key concept of problem learning that development of speaking is a "problem situation" that is created by the teacher for 

educational purposes. It covers both a complex theoretical and a practical issue requiring study, expansion, research in combination 

with certain conditions and circumstances that create a specific situation (situation). 

 

The main tasks of studying foreign languages for bachelors of any specialty are to acquire communicative competence. 

 

Problematic teaching methods develop the creative activity of students, contributes to the development of students' independence, 

their inclusion in search activities. It opens up opportunities for creative cooperation between teacher and student, promotes a deeper 

and more sustainable assimilation of material and methods of activity [8]. 

 

Problem teaching is carried out in the following basic forms: a) problem presentation of the material by a teacher; b) partial search 

activity of students with the participation of a teacher during practical, seminar and laboratory hours. The key concept of problem 

learning is a "problem" that is created by a teacher for pedagogical purposes. 

 

The levels of problem-based learning depend on the content of the educational material (the ability to create tasks of varying degrees 

of complexity) and the type of student's independent actions. 

 

When identifying and formulating problem situations of any level, the teacher should be guided by the following requirements: to 

identify and show the contradictions that determine the emergence and development of a particular phenomenon; to orient students 

towards maximum independence in cognitive activity; to correlate the problematic situation, on the one hand, to rely on the basic 

didactic principles (scientific, systematic, clear, etc.) [9]. 

 

III. CREATIVITY AND PROBLEMATIC SITUATIONS IN TEACHING RUSSIAN LANGUAGE 

 

Taking into account the specifics of a foreign language as a subject and its increased complexity, it can be concluded that only 

problem-oriented tasks that contribute to the activation of students' activities and the formation of practical speaking skills in using a 

foreign language as a means of communication contribute to optimizing the learning process, learning a foreign language and 

achieving better results. Problematic situations, undoubtedly, contribute to a better assimilation of new material, activate speech 

thinking activity, cognitive needs of students, their independent activity and the development of creative potential and development 

speaking skills. The key to success is a teacher's assimilation of the content and essence of the theory of organizing the process of 

problem-oriented formation of communicative competence, mastering the forms, methods and technology of problem-based learning 

and the systematic creative application of the learned in practice. 

 

To implement the problematic method, you must consider the following: 

 

1. selection of urgent problems; 

2. determination of the functions of the method of problem learning; 

3. an individual approach and skill of a teacher. 

 

To create a problem, you need to use the following techniques: 

 

1. a teacher leads the students to a contradiction and invites them to find a way to solve it themselves. 

2. a teacher expresses different views on this issue. 

3. a teacher encourages students to make comparisons, generalizations, conclusions. 

4. a teacher asks specific questions. 

 

We will introduce some types of classes using a problem-based teaching method with development speaking skills. One of the ways 

to activate students in the process of learning a foreign language is design (project method), when a student independently plans, 

creates, protects his project. In addition, the subject competence of a teacher himself increases. Personally oriented learning, 

collaborative learning, project methods to a certain extent allow to solve the problem of motivation, to form a positive attitude 

towards learning a foreign language, when students learn with enthusiasm and reveal the potential of everyone [10]. This allows us 

to take fully into account the individual characteristics of each student, that is, to apply a student-centered approach in teaching 

foreign languages. The main principle in this direction is that the center of learning should be a student, not a teacher, the activity of 

cognition, not learning. The project method is a way to achieve a didactic goal through a detailed study of the problem, which should 

end with a very real, tangible practical result, somehow formalized, the project method is always focused on the independent 

activities of students: individual, pair, group, which they perform during a certain period time. This technology includes a set of 

research, search, problematic methods that are creative. 
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Let's list the main requirements for the use of the design method: the presence of a significant research, creative problem that 

requires research to solve it; practical, theoretical, cognitive significance of the expected results; independent (individual, pair, 

group) classes for students in the classroom; structure of the content of the project; use of research methods: definition of the 

problem, the purpose of the study; solution hypothesis, discussion of research methods; registration of final results; analysis of the 

data obtained, generalization, correction, conclusions. 

 

 There are certain principles of project activities: variability (use of individual, pair, group methods of work, choice of a topic and 

various exercises, study of texts such as dialogues, tables, letters, maps, questionnaires); solve the problem (a problem makes 

students think, and therefore learn); independence, choice of project form, distribution of tasks in a group, systematization of 

intermediate materials); create a comfortable environment in class (the absence of fear of communicating in a foreign language helps 

to better master complex topics in the program); learning with enthusiasm (learning is easier if students enjoy the process); personal 

factor (project work gives students the opportunity to think and talk about themselves, their lives, their interests, hobbies); adaptation 

of tasks (you cannot offer a student a task that he cannot cope with; when choosing a task, age characteristics, educational 

opportunities, one should take into account the stages of work on the project) [11]. 

 

During the lessons of the project, students can use, along with their language knowledge, their speaking skills and experience in 

other areas (sociology, statistics, etc.), their abilities to work with a computer and communicate with other people. 

 

Work on a project is a holistic and consistent system carried out in stages: 

 

- Planning. At this stage, students face a hidden problem that needs to be formulated. The main task of the teacher is to 

present the situation in such a way that the students independently react to the solution of the problem. 

- Performance. At this stage, students' language and speaking skills are realized. Here, the previously formed communication 

and speaking skills in a foreign language are improved; the basis for independent statements of students is laid. The 

teacher's task is to motivate students to speak a foreign language and control the progressive activity of students. 

- Presentation. Each group defends the project according to a pre-prepared plan. The teacher needs to avoid speech mistakes. 

On the day of the project defense, a teacher must comment on the statements of the students, discuss and evaluate the 

answers. 

- The control. The task of a teacher is to assess correctly the project as a whole, creative approach and clear presentation. 

 

The famous Russian scientist – E. S. Polat – has developed the following typology of projects by type of activity: 

 

1. role-playing games, dramatizations, dramatizations (fairy tales, tv shows, holidays, musical performances, etc.) 

2. research (regional studies, generalization of scientific knowledge, historical, environmental, etc.) is characterized by a well-

thought-out structure, goal-setting. such projects are structurally close to real scientific research. 

3. creativity (essays, translation, scripts, wall newspapers, etc.) 

4. multimedia presentations [10]. 

 

What sources of information are usually used when preparing a project: a) books; b) magazines; to the Internet; d) teacher; e) others 

[12]. Round table lesson is an exchange of views on any issue or problem of interest to the participants in the communication. 

Participation in the round table requires students to have a sufficiently high level of language speaking skills and some knowledge of 

the problem. Essay lesson. This method involves developing your own position, your own attitude to the text read. Students should 

be able to express their thoughts on the stated problem in writing, learn to defend their point of view. 

 

 

IV. INTERACTION AND CREATIVITY IN TEACHING/LEARNING RUSSIAN 

 

Thus, the most difficult type of speech activity, especially for students for whom Russian is not their native language, hence, the 

work on the formation of the skill of perceiving speech by ear requires painstaking efforts. In this regard, the approach of foreign 

psychologists and methodologists to listening, which based on the comparison of mechanisms (listening) in native speakers and 

learners of a new language, attracts attention. The child immediately becomes a listener, only being born, but already months later 

he/she begins to speak, and to read and write he/she will learn only in several years. This means that listening skills are primary and 

underlie the formation of all other speech skills and abilities. This leads to the fact that for a Russian language learner, both the 

process of special training in listening, which acquired during training and improved independently, and the need to know their 

natural abilities for self-study of understanding foreign language speech by ear, in this case the Russian language, are important. For 

example, dialogues are the result of semantic processing of audio information, generates communicative intention of the student, 

logic of thought. 
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Therefore, in the process of learning Russian as some foreign language students not only comprehend the way of expression of 

thoughts, but also perceive language as a source of information about the national culture of the people, as language is a sign of the 

nation, expresses the national culture of the people who speak it. In addition, becomes a basis of intellectual development and self-

development of the person, a basis of formation of its readiness for productive activity in a society as it equips the person with the 

tool for receiving knowledge in any spheres of education. In addition, social structure, allows the person to know itself, to master 

means of self-analysis, self-expression and self-realization in a society Problems of socialization of the person in an education 

system have great value for effective solution of problems of education, training and development of young generation. 

 

In higher education institutions in Uzbekistan where Russian is studied as a foreign language, various stationary computer courses 

are also used in the learning process: "Russian from the very beginning", "Russian Club", "100 exercises in Russian language", 

which allow the teacher to activate all kinds of speech activity. 

 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

 

Analyzing all of the above, we can conclude that the most productive and relevant methods of learning a foreign language now are 

communicative and problematic. The use of a problem-oriented approach in teaching professional communication in teaching a 

foreign language shows its relevance, the potential to increase the motivation of students of non-linguistic specialties (especially 

economic) to study a foreign language, increases the level of their professional competence in using foreign languages when 

performing everyday professional tasks. This, in turn, increases their competitiveness in the labor market. The analyzed approach 

has great potential for use in foreign language lessons. It has both linguistic advantages, as shown in the study of the role of natural, 

meaning-oriented interaction in the classroom in learning a foreign language, and affective advantages in the form of increasing 

student motivation and encouraging student independence in independent learning outside the classroom. Unfortunately, teachers of 

foreign languages try to make the educational process modern and effective, not understanding what methods are needed for this. In 

addition, the authors of the articles in isolated cases consider the most important question of what kind of linguistic personality a 

student should become today as a result of learning a foreign language using all the innovations. 
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